
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRINCIPLES COMPLIANCE REPORT

PART I – STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE WITH CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRINCIPLES

İş Finansal Kiralama Anonim Şirketi (the Company or İş Leasing) is governed by the Corporate Governance Principles set forth in the 
Capital Markets legislation, and this statement describes the Company’s responsibilities and the degree of compliance within the 
frame of the Capital Markets Board of Turkey (CMB) Corporate Governance Communiqué.

İş Leasing addresses its rights and responsibilities primarily towards its shareholders and its employees, customers and other relevant 
parties within the frame of efficient governance and oversight based on the principles of accountability, equality, transparency and 
responsibility that make up the universal elements of the corporate governance concept. The Company pursues its operations in 
compliance with all the compulsory articles of Corporate Governance Principles, putting all necessary policies and measures into 
practice. 

Further details regarding the level of compliance with the Corporate Governance Principles are presented in the relevant sections of 
this report.

PART II - SHAREHOLDERS

1. Investor Relations Unit

There is an Investor Relations Unit at the Company, which is responsible for maintaining relationships with shareholders. 

Name and Surname Position Telephone Number E-Mail Address

Nida Çetin Deputy General Manager +90 212 350 74 00 nidacetin@isleasing.com.tr

Onan Keleş Manager +90 212 350 74 50 onankeles@isleasing.com.tr

Neslihan Oruç Manager +90 212 350 74 70 neslihanoruc@isleasing.com.tr

Ayşe Perk Assistant Manager +90 212 350 74 78 ayseperk@isleasing.com.tr

Firuze Kutlu Supervisor +90 212 350 74 72 firuzekutlu@isleasing.com.tr

The Investor Relations Unit reports directly to Ms. Nida Çetin, Assistant General Manager. Ms. Nida Çetin and Ms. Neslihan Oruç hold 
Capital Market Activities Advanced Level License and Corporate Governance Rating Expertise License.

The activities of the Investor Relations Unit are regularly reported to the Board of Directors and the Corporate Governance Committee. 
The Investor Relations Unit basically carries out the following duties:

•	 Ensure that the records in relation to shareholders are kept in a healthy, secure and up-to-date manner,

•	 Respond to shareholders’ written inquiries about the Company, save for those that are not publicly disclosed, are confidential and/
or trade secrets,

•	 Ensure that General Assembly Meetings are convened in accordance with the applicable legislation, the Company’s Articles of 
Association and other internal regulations; prepare the documents that may be useful to shareholders; ensure that the records of 
voting results are kept and reports covering the results are sent to shareholders,

•	 Oversee and monitor any and all matters related to public disclosure under the legislation and the Company’s Information Policy,

•	 Prepare informative reports for investors; organize presentations and meetings as and when necessary.

The Investor Relations Unit responded to one verbal and one written inquiry received from the shareholders during the reporting 
period, one informative meeting was held with investors, and records on shareholders were kept up-to-date.
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2. Exercise of Shareholders’ Right to Information

All inquiries of shareholders, save for trade secrets or undisclosed information, are being satisfied by the Investor Relations Unit within 
the frame of applicable legislation. The inquiries are first addressed by someone no lower than an Assistant General Manager in the 
hierarchy, and are responded to in the fastest and the most efficient manner.

All explanations in relation to capital increases, profit distribution, General Assembly meetings, and other matters frequently required 
under the public disclosure regulations and any information concerning the occurrences with a potential impact on the exercise of 
shareholders’ rights are made public on the Company website, and individual inquiries are fulfilled by the Investor Relations Unit.

Pursuant to legislation, minority shareholders are entitled to request appointment of a special auditor from the General Assembly 
of Shareholders for inspecting some specific events. The Company’s shareholders did not request appointment of a special auditor 
from the General Assembly during 2017. Nevertheless, the request for appointment of a special auditor has not been set forth as an 
individual right in the Company’s Articles of Association.

3. General Assembly Meetings

The arrangements related to the Company’s General Assembly meetings are covered in the “Articles of Association” and “General 
Assembly Guidelines”, which are also posted on the Company website.

During the reporting period, one General Assembly meeting was held, which was the 2016 Ordinary General Assembly Meeting. 
The said meeting was held both physically and electronically on 27 March 2017. The procedures prior to the General Assembly were 
handled in accordance with the Corporate Governance Principles, and the decisions concerning the General Assembly have been 
shared with the public within due time. 2016 Ordinary General Assembly Meeting was convened with a quorum of 62.08% and was 
not attended by any stakeholders other than shareholders, or by media members.

Since the Company’s Articles of Association do not contain a provision setting out the participation of media members and 
stakeholders other than shareholders in the General Assembly meetings, media members and stakeholders other than shareholders 
are not admitted to General Assembly meetings.

The announcements for the meeting including the meeting place, date, time, agenda and sample proxy form were made in due time 
by being placed in the Trade Registry Gazette and Dünya daily, as well as on the Public Disclosure Platform (in Turkish: KAP) and the 
Company website; the same were also sent by certified mail to shareholders who are recorded in the share ledger within the same 
period of time. Before the meeting, the annual report, financial statements and reports, profit distribution proposal, informative 
document on the General Assembly meeting agenda items, other documents forming the basis of agenda items, and the latest version 
of the Articles of Association have been made available at the Company headquarters and on the Company website for examination 
by shareholders.

Shareholders were given the opportunity to ask questions and make suggestions at every stage of the meeting. Shareholders 
exercised their right to ask questions during the meeting, which were responded to forthwith, and this has been covered in the 
meeting minutes. No agenda item suggestions were received during the General Assembly meeting. General Assembly meeting 
minutes have been delivered to shareholders upon conclusion of the meeting and were also posted on the Public Disclosure Platform 
and the Company website.

During the General Assembly meeting held in 2017, information was provided on the donations and aids made during the reporting 
period under a dedicated agenda item. 
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4. Voting Rights and Minority Rights

Pursuant to the Articles of Association, each share entitles its holder to one vote. Although the shares making up the Company’s 
capital do not entail any voting privilege, holders of Class A shares have the privilege to nominate the members of the Board of 
Directors and to have their consent sought for modifications to be made to the Articles of Association.

There are no cross-shareholding relationships with any company.

There are no members on the Board of Directors, who have been elected with minority votes. The Articles of Association grant no 
minority rights to those who hold less than one twentieth of the capital.

5. Dividend Right and Profit Distribution Policy

No shares entail any privileges in dividend distribution. The full text of the Company’s publicly disclosed Profit Distribution Policy is 
available in the annual report and on the Company website.

Profit for 2016 has been distributed in accordance with the resolution passed in the Ordinary General Assembly Meeting held in 2017.

6. Share Transfer

Shares are transferred subject to the Company’s Articles of Association and the provisions of applicable legislation.

PART III – PUBLIC DISCLOSURE AND TRANSPARENCY

7. Information Policy

The Company Information Policy is publicly disclosed and presented for the information of shareholders at the General Assembly 
Meeting, as and when it is updated. The Information Policy, in English and Turkish languages, is posted on the Company website and 
in the annual report.

The Investor Relations Unit is responsible for executing the Information Policy.

There are no material changes in the Company’s planned administration and operations for the future.

8. Company Internet Site (www.isleasing.com.tr) and its Content

Prepared in Turkish and English languages, the corporate website covers all the matters set out by Corporate Governance Principles 
and regulatory authorities, and care is taken to keep the website up-to-date at all times.

9. Annual Report

The Company’s annual reports are developed so as to cover the information and data required by applicable legislation.
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PART IV - STAKEHOLDERS

10. Keeping Stakeholders Informed

The Company’s stakeholders are kept regularly informed through material event disclosures, General Assembly meeting minutes, 
annual reports, financial reports, Public Disclosure Platform and the Company website.

Employees are informed on the Company’s goals and activities through performance appraisal meetings held, and all employees have 
access to memorandums posted on the corporate portal, which is set up to function as the internal information sharing system.

Any act subject to complaint can be communicated by the relevant stakeholder directly to the addressee, the Internal Audit Unit, 
the Investor Relations Unit and the Company’s senior management through internal platforms or the Company website; any such 
complaints raised are forwarded to the Corporate Governance Committee and the Audit Committee.

11. Stakeholder Participation in Management

The Company’s Articles of Association do not contain any provisions setting out stakeholder participation in the Company’s 
management. Within the frame of the provisions of the Articles of Association, shareholders are involved in decision-making regarding 
the Company’s administration by casting votes in the General Assembly meetings.

There is a suggestion system in place whereby employees can convey their suggestions regarding the Company’s operations. There 
is an online communication environment at İş Leasing that facilitates communication of any and all demands and complaints by the 
employees directly to the senior management.

12. Human Resources Policy

The Company’s Human Resources Policy is outlined below:

•	 The Company espoused the principle of giving equal opportunities to individuals with equal qualifications in recruiting, and the 
recruitment criteria have been documented in writing.

•	 No discrimination on the basis of race, religion, language and sex is allowed among employees; respecting human rights is 
promoted and care is taken to safeguard employees against internal physical and emotional abuse.

•	 Care is taken to provide a safe working environment and working conditions at high standards, and to further improve them as 
needed.

•	 Objective data are taken into consideration in making decisions about training, appointment and promotion.

•	 Employees are informed of decisions that are of concern to them, along with developments.

•	 Training plans are made to support employee development, and necessary arrangements are made for participation in training 
programs.

The Company executives did not receive any complaints from the employees with respect to discrimination during the reporting 
period.

The Company’s Corporate Portal, which is set up to enhance internal information sharing and to increase the effectiveness of 
communication with the employees, gives all employees quick access to legislation, the activities of departments, job descriptions and 
distribution of tasks, performance management practices, current announcements and reference sources. In addition, suggestions and 
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opinions of employees are regularly shared with the Company via the Employee Committee that is formed of representatives elected 
by each department from within their members.

An orientation program is implemented at the Company that is designed to speed up the adaptation of new hires to the working 
environment and to help increase their productivity at work.

Job descriptions, individual targets, performance and rewarding criteria are determined by the Company management and 
announced to employees.

13. Code of Ethics and Social Responsibility

The Company has embraced the Ethical Principles announced by the Association of Financial Institutions, which are posted on the 
Company website.

The Company takes care to make sure that the projects that it extends financing to are compliant with the relevant legislation on 
environmental and public health; in addition, the Company extends support to social responsibility projects that it deems appropriate.

PART IV – BOARD OF DIRECTORS

14. Structure and Formation of the Board of Directors

Members of the Board of Directors of İş Leasing are presented below.

First & Last Name Position Executive/Non-Executive Term of Office

Murat Bilgiç Chairman Non-Executive 2 years

Şahismail Şimşek Deputy Chairman Non-Executive 2 years

Murat Vulkan Member Non-Executive 2 years

M. Hakan Berument Independent Member Non-Executive 2 years

M. Baha Karan Independent Member Non-Executive 2 years

Mehmet Karakılıç General Manager/Member Executive 2 years

O. Tufan Kurbanoğlu Member Non-Executive 2 years

Buğra Avcı Member Non-Executive 2 years

Hasan Hepkaya Member Non-Executive 2 years

Murat Demircioğlu Member Non-Executive 2 years

Kemal Şahin Member Non-Executive 2 years

The Board of Directors is made up of non-executive members, save for the General Manager.
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Two independent members, who satisfy the independence criteria set out in the Corporate Governance Principles serve on the Board 
of Directors; no circumstances arose that would prejudice the independence of the members during the reporting period. Declarations 
of independence by the relevant members are quoted below:

INDEPENDENCE STATEMENT

I, the undersigned, hereby declare, state and warrant:

•	 That I have not served as a director to İş Finansal Kiralama A.Ş. for more than six years in total during the recent ten years;

•	 That no direct or indirect employment, capital or other material commercial relations have been established in the recent five years 
between the Company, or any one of the related parties of the Company, or other legal entities connected in management and 
capital terms to the shareholders directly or indirectly holding 5% or more shares in the capital of the Company on one hand, and 
me and my spouse and my blood relatives and relatives by marriage up to third degree on the other hand;

•	 That during the recent five years I have not worked in or served as a director to service providers managing the operations and 
organization of the Company as a whole or in part within the frame of contracts, and particularly, the firms engaged in audit, rating 
and consultancy services for the Company;

•	 That during the recent five years I have not worked as partner, employee or director in any one of the firms supplying material 
services and products to the Company;

•	 That if I hold shares due to my office in the Board of Directors, I hold less than 1% of shares, and my shares are not preferential or 
privileged;

•	 That I have the required professional training, knowledge and experience as required for performance of my duties assumed by me 
as an independent member of the Board of Directors; and

•	 That I am deemed a resident of Turkey according to the Income Tax Law; and

•	 That I have strong ethical standards, professional reputation and experience which enable me to make positive contributions to 
operations and activities of the Company, and to protect my neutrality in conflicts of interests among the partners of the Company, 
and to give decisions freely in consideration of the rights of stakeholders;

therefore, I am going to perform my duties and functions as a director of the Company as an independent member of the Board of 
Directors.

Name & Surname: Prof. Dr. M. Hakan BERUMENT 

Date: 27.03.2017

Signature:
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INDEPENDENCE STATEMENT

I, the undersigned, hereby declare, state and warrant:

•	 That I have not served as a director to İş Finansal Kiralama A.Ş. for more than six years in total during the recent ten years;

•	 That no direct or indirect employment, capital or other material commercial relations have been established in the recent five years 
between the Company, or any one of the related parties of the Company, or other legal entities connected in management and 
capital terms to the shareholders directly or indirectly holding 5% or more shares in the capital of the Company on one hand, and 
me and my spouse and my blood relatives and relatives by marriage up to third degree on the other hand;

•	 That during the recent five years I have not worked in or served as a director to service providers managing the operations and 
organization of the Company as a whole or in part within the frame of contracts, and particularly, the firms engaged in audit, rating 
and consultancy services for the Company;

•	 That during the recent five years I have not worked as partner, employee or director in any one of the firms supplying material 
services and products to the Company;

•	 That if I hold shares due to my office in the Board of Directors, I hold less than 1% of shares, and my shares are not preferential or 
privileged;

•	 That I have the required professional training, knowledge and experience as required for performance of my duties assumed by me 
as an independent member of the Board of Directors;

•	 That I am deemed a resident of Turkey according to the Income Tax Law;

•	 That I have strong ethical standards, professional reputation and experience which enable me to make positive contributions to 
operations and activities of the Company, and to protect my neutrality in conflicts of interests among the partners of the Company, 
and to give decisions freely in consideration of the rights of stakeholders;

therefore, I am going to perform my duties and functions as a director of the Company as an independent member of the Board of 
Directors.

Name & Surname: Prof. Dr. M. Baha KARAN 

Date: 27.03.2017

Signature:
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The Company did not impose any specific rules governing outside positions to be held by the members of the Board of Directors. The 
arrangements set forth in the Corporate Governance Principles are followed in this respect. Outside positions held by the members of 
the Board of Directors are presented below:

First & Last Name Entity Position
Murat Bilgiç Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. / Group company Deputy Chief Executive

JSC Isbank / Group company Member of the Board of Directors
JSC Isbank Georgia / Group company Chairman of the Board of Directors
İşbank AG / Group company Member of the Board of Directors
Kredi Garanti Fonu A.Ş. / Out-group Member of the Board of Directors
Kredi Kayıt Bürosu A.Ş. / Out-group Member of the Board of Directors

Şahismail Şimşek Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. / Group company Deputy Chief Executive
M. Hakan Berument Bilkent University / Out-group Faculty Member

Economic Research Forum / Out-group Researcher
Economic Research Association / Out-group Member of the Board of Directors / Member 

of the Advisory Board
M. Baha Karan Hacettepe University / Out-group Faculty Member

Anadolu Hayat Emeklilik A.Ş. / Group company Independent Member of the Board of 
Directors

Hacettepe University Energy Markets Research and 
Application Center / Out-group

Member of the Board of Directors

Center for Energy and Value Issues / Out-group Vice President
Multinational Finance Society / Out-group Member of the Board of Directors

Mehmet Karakılıç Efes Varlık Yönetim A.Ş. Member of the Board of Directors
Association of Financial Institutions Member of the Board of Directors

O. Tufan Kurbanoğlu Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. / Group company Division Manager, Commercial and 
Corporate Loans Monitoring and Recovery 
Division

Buğra Avcı Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. / Group company Product Manager, Commercial Banking
Bayek Tedavi Sağlık Hizmetleri ve İşletmeciliği A.Ş. Member of the Board of Directors

Hasan Hepkaya Türkiye Sınai Kalkınma Bankası A.Ş. / Group 
company

Corporate Marketing Manager

Murat Demircioğlu Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. / Group company Manager, Commercial Loans Underwriting 
Division 

Kemal Şahin
Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. / Group company Unit Manager, Subsidiaries Division
Trakya Yatırım Holding A.Ş. / Group company Chairman of the Board of Directors
Topkapı Yatırım Holding A.Ş. / Group company Chairman of the Board of Directors
Arap-Türk Bankası A.Ş. Member of the Board of Directors
İş Faktoring A.Ş. Member of the Board of Directors
İş-Altınhas İnşaat Taahhüt ve Ticaret A.Ş. / Group 
company

Member of the Board of Directors

JSC Isbank Georgia Member of the Board of Directors

Members of the Board of Directors have been elected as per the motion given by the holders of Class A privileged shares at the 
Ordinary General Assembly Meeting.
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15. Operating Principles of the Board of Directors

The Board of Directors meets at a frequency that will guarantee effective fulfillment of its duties. Agendas for the Board of Directors 
meetings are prepared by the Chairman of the Board, who seeks proposals from the other members and the General Manager, as well. 
Information and documents related to the matters covered in the Board of Directors meeting agenda are presented for consideration 
by the members in advance of the meeting.

During 2017, four Board meetings took place; full attendance was secured in all of them and decisions were passed unanimously. The 
Board of Directors passed 105 decisions, either during the meetings or based on the examination of relevant files.

The questions posed and assessments made by the members, and grounds for dissenting votes, if applicable, are entered into the 
meeting minutes. No members cast dissenting votes in any of the meetings held in 2017.

Duties and responsibilities of the members of the Board of Directors are expressly stated in the Articles of Association. Pursuant to the 
Company’s Articles of Association, Board members do not have weighted votes or vetoing rights. As per the Articles of Association, the 
Board of Directors meets with the majority of its full membership and decisions are passed by the majority of those who are present in 
the meeting. There is not a specific written internal guideline defining how Board of Directors meetings will be made.

During 2017, all related party transactions and transaction basics were laid down for the approval of the Board of Directors. All related 
decisions were passed unanimously, and there were no related party transactions or transactions of a material nature which had to be 
submitted to the General Assembly for approval by reason of withdrawal of consent by independent members in 2017. There are no 
decisions referred to the General Assembly by reason of related party or material transactions.

“Officers’ Liability Insurance” policy has been purchased for indemnification of losses that the Company and/or third parties may 
sustain due to the faults of the Company’s Board members or executives committed in the performance of their jobs.

16. Number, Structure and Independence of the Board of Directors Committees

Within the frame of the provisions set out in the applicable legislation, Audit Committee, Early Detection of Risk Committee 
and Corporate Governance Committee have been set up under the Board of Directors at the Company. The committees present 
information on their activities and the results of their meetings to the Board of Directors when necessary. The operating principles of 
the committees are posted on the Company website.

Audit Committee

Formed of two members, the Audit Committee is headed by Mr. M. Hakan Berument, a non-executive independent Board member. 
The other member of the Committee is Mr. M. Baha Karan, a non-executive independent Board member.

The duties and operating principles of the Audit Committee have been approved by the Board of Directors and put into force. The 
Committee carries out its activities within the frame of these principles.

Duties and Operating Principles of the Audit Committee

Article 1 Purpose and Scope

This Regulation covers the establishment of an Audit Committee, and regulation of the duties and responsibilities of this

Committee as well as its operational procedures in order to ensure that the Board of Directors fulfills its supervisory and audit duties 
and responsibilities in a healthy manner.
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Article 2 Justification

This Regulation has been prepared based on the Corporate Governance Communiqué of the Capital Markets Board.

Article 3 Establishment of the Audit Committee

An audit committee is established by at least two members to be selected from among the Board members. The members of the 
Committee elect a Chairman among themselves.

All of the Committee members are elected from among the independent members of the Board.

If possible, at least one of the members of the Audit Committee should be elected from the Board members having a minimum 5 years 
of experience in audit/accounting and finance topics.

Committee membership automatically ends upon the termination of the Board membership of the relevant member.

Article 4 Duties and Responsibilities of the Audit Committee

The duties and responsibilities of the Audit Committee have been outlined below.

•	 The Audit Committee supervises the operation and efficiency of the Company’s accounting system, disclosure of its financial 
information, its independent audit and its internal control and internal audit system.

•	 The selection of the independent audit firm, commencement of the independent audit process after preparing the independent 
audit contracts, and the subsequent works of the independent audit firm at all times is conducted under the supervision of the Audit 
Committee.

•	 The Audit Committee determines the name of the independent audit firm and the services to be procured from it, and submits this 
list to the approval of the Board of Directors.

•	 The Audit Committee determines the methods and criteria to apply to the processing and settling of the complaints sent to the 
Company regarding the Company’s accounting, internal control and audit system, and the independent audit as well as the 
treatment of the Company’s disclosures made by the Company’s employees on the subjects of the independent audit within the 
framework of the confidential principle.

•	 The Audit Company submits in writing to the Board of Directors its assessments on the accuracy and authenticity of the annual 
and interim financial statements to be disclosed to public and the conformance of these statements with the accounting principles 
adopted by the Company also by taking the opinions of the Company’s managers and independent auditors.

•	 The Audit Committee also performs other works and assignments to be assigned to it by the Board of Directors.

Article 5 The Audit Committee’s Operation Principles and Procedures

•	 The Audit Committee meets at least once every three months and at least four times annually.

•	 The Committee meets with the attendance of all its members, and the decision quorum for the Committee is the majority of the 
present.

•	 The Committee keeps a minute book and all decisions taken by the Committee are recorded in this book under a separate log 
number.

•	 The results of the Committee’s meetings are issued as an official report which includes the assessments and decisions together with 
their justifications, and submitted to the Board of Directors within at least one month following the relevant meeting.

•	 The decisions of the Committee take effect upon the approval by the Board of Directors.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PRINCIPLES COMPLIANCE REPORT
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•	 The Audit Committee immediately sends its determinations, assessments and suggestions regarding the area of its responsibility to 
the Board of Directors in writing.

•	 The activities and the meeting results of the Committee are announced at the annual activity report. The annual activity report also 
provides how many times the Audit Committee has submitted written notifications to the Board of Directors during the given fiscal 
year.

•	 The Audit Committee may invite other people to its meetings as needed to get their opinions on a subject.

•	 Internal Audit Unit determines the agenda of the meetings, makes the calls for the meetings, ensures the communication between 
the members of the Committee, keeps the minute book, and fulfills other secretarial works of the Committee

•	 The resources and support needed by the Committee during the execution of its duty are provided by the Board of Directors.

•	 Subject to the approval of the Board of Directors, the Committee may benefit from the opinions of the independent experts as may 
be needed on a subject related with its activities requiring specialization. The charge of such consultancy services needed by the 
Committee is paid by the Company.

•	 The members of the Audit Committee conduct their duties within the framework of the principles of independence and neutrality.

Article 6 Validity

The clauses of this Regulation take effect on the date approved by the Board of Directors and are executed by the Board of Directors.

Relevant Decisions of the Board of Directors

Decision Effective Date Revision Relevant Articles

27.05.2014 / 2151 27.05.2014 1.0 All

During 2017, the Audit Committee met 10 times and passed 14 decisions. In the meetings held, the Committee discussed and 
evaluated the following topics:

•	 2017 audit plan and 2017 Internal Control and Risk Management Activity Plan developed by the Company have been discussed and 
approved.

•	 Distribution of duties within the Committee has been decided and the Head of the Committee has been elected.

•	 Upon getting the opinions of the responsible Company managers, it has been established that the consolidated financial statements 
and their notes, and annual reports have been prepared accurately and in accordance with the applicable legislation and generally 
accepted principles and norms, and they have been presented for approval to the Board of Directors for subsequent disclosure.

•	 It has been established that the Committee did not determine any negative findings with respect to the entry of the Company’s 
commercial transactions into accounting records, to the operation and efficiency of the internal control system, and fulfillment of tax 
and legal obligations during the reporting period, and that all are in order.

•	 Findings, opinions and suggestions that resulted from the audit activities carried out by Internal Audit and Internal Control 
units were first shared with, and evaluated by, those who conducted the relevant activities, and it was ensured that necessary 
complementary and preventive actions were taken.

•	 Internal control, file audit and department/unit audit reports drawn up during the reporting period by Internal Audit and Internal 
Control units have been examined, and presented for the approval of the Board of Directors.
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Corporate Governance Committee

Formed of four members, the Corporate Governance Committee also functions as the Nomination Committee and the Remuneration 
Committee. Mr. M. Baha Karan, non-executive independent Board member, serves as the head of the Committee, whereas the other 
members are Messrs. Buğra Avcı and Kemal Şahin, non-executive Board members, and Ms. Nida Çetin, Assistant General Manager to 
whom the Investor Relations Unit reports.

The duties and operating principles of the Corporate Governance Committee have been approved by the Board of Directors and put 
into force. The Committee carries out its activities within the frame of these principles.

Duties and Operating Principles of the Corporate Governance Committee

Article 1 Purpose and Scope

This Regulation covers the establishment of a Corporate Governance Committee and regulation of the duties and responsibilities of 
this Committee as well as its operational principles and procedures in order to ensure that the Board of Directors fulfills its duties and 
responsibilities on corporate governance in a healthy manner.

The duties of the Nominating Committee and Compensation Committee will be fulfilled by the Corporate Governance Committee 
until their establishment.

Article 2 Justification

This Regulation has been prepared based on the Corporate Governance Communiqué of the Capital Markets Board.

Article 3 Establishment of the Corporate Governance Communiqué

Corporate governance Committee is established by appointment of at least two members from among the Board members and the 
Manager of the Investor Relations Unit/Department.

The members of the Committee elect a Chairman among themselves. The Chairman of the Committee is elected from among the 
independent members of the Board. Persons who are not Board members but having specialization on their subjects can also become 
members to the Corporate Governance Committee.

If the Corporate Governance Committee has two members elected from the Board of Directors, both of these members are required 
to be from the independent members of the Board; and if the Committee has more than two board members, then majority of these 
members should be independent members. General Manager cannot become a member of the Committee.

The Manager of the Investors Relations Unit/Department is required to work full-time in the company and be positioned as a member 
of the Corporate Governance Committee.

Corporate Governance Committee membership automatically ends upon the termination of the Board membership.

Article 4 Duties and Responsibilities of the Corporate Governance Committee

The duties and responsibilities of the Corporate Governance Committee have been outlined below.

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee establishes whether or not the corporate governance principles are duly applied in the 
Company, and determines the reasons if they are not applied and lay down the conflicts of interest emerging due to the non-
application of these principles in the Company, and advises the Board of Directors for the improvement of the corporate governance 
applications.
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•	 The Corporate Governance Committee supervises the activities of the Company’s Investment Relations Department.

•	 The Committee lays down the fundamental principles regarding the communication of the Company with the investors, and reviews 
these principles on a regular basis.

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee, together with the Investors Relations Department, further submits to the Board of Directors 
its advice for the improvement of the communication between the Company and the shareholders, and the elimination and 
settlement of the possible disputes in between.

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee reviews the Corporate Governance Principles Compliance Report of the Company prior to its 
being published in the Company’s annual activity report, and submits its opinions to the Board of Directors.

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee prepares its advice and assessments for the identification or amendment of the Company’s 
Disclosure Policy and submits it to the Board of Directors. It also oversees to ensure that the Disclosure Policy covers at least the 
minimum obligatory content laid down by the laws and regulations regarding the communication of the Company with the 
stakeholders, and it reviews the content, quality, consistency and accuracy of the documents, presentations and explanations to 
ensure that they are prepared in accordance with the Disclosure Policy.

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee works for infusing the corporate governance culture into the Company and its adoption by 
the managers and employees at all levels. It follows the domestic and international developments on corporate governance front 
and monitors their possible effects for the Company.

The duties and responsibilities of the Corporate Governance Committee on nominations have been outlined below.

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee works for setting up a transparent system for the identification, assessment and training of 
the candidates for board membership and the managerial positions with administrational responsibility and for adoption of proper 
policies and strategies on this subject.

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee makes regular assessments on the structure and productivity of the Board of Directors and 
submits its advice on possible changes to the Board of Directors.

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee is responsible for performing the jobs regarding the nomination of the independent member 
candidates for the Board which are stipulated by the laws and regulations and which are compulsory for the Group including the 
Company as announced by the Board each year.

The duties and responsibilities of the Corporate Governance Committee on the salaries and remunerations have been outlined below:

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee lays down and oversees the principles, criteria and practices to apply to the compensations 
of the members of the Board of Directors and executives with administrational responsibility in view of the Company’s long term 
targets.

•	 It submits to the Board of Directors its suggestions about the wages to be offered to the Board members and executives with 
administrational responsibility as set forth, also in consideration with the degree of realization of the criteria applicable to such 
compensation.

•	 It provides its assessments and suggestions on the creation and amendment of the Company’s compensation policy which sets 
the compensation principles for the members of the Board of Directors and the managers with administrational responsibility, and 
submits its opinions to the Board of Directors.

The Corporate Governance Committee also fulfills other duties and responsibilities within its area of responsibility as may be delegated 
to it by the Board of Directors. 
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Article 5 The Corporate Governance Committee’s Operation Principles and Procedures

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee meets at least once every three months and four times annually.

•	 The Committee meets with the attendance of all its members and takes its decisions by majority vote.

•	 The Committee keeps a decision book and the decisions taken by the Committee are recorded in this book with a log number.

•	 The results of the Committee’s meetings are issued as an official report and the assessments and decisions of the Committee are 
submitted to the Board of Directors within at least one month following the relevant meeting of the Committee.

•	 The decisions of the Committee take effect upon the approval of the Board of Directors.

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee immediately submits its findings, assessments and suggestions on the area of its work and 
responsibility to the Board of Directors in writing.

•	 The Corporate Governance Committee may invite other people to its meetings as needed to get their opinions on a subject.

•	 The Investor Relations Unit/Department determines the agenda of the meetings, makes the calls for the meetings, ensures the 
communication within the members of the Committee, keeps the minute book, and fulfills other secretarial works of the Committee.

•	 The resources and support needed by the Committee during the execution of its duty are provided by the Board of Directors.

•	 Subject to the approval of the Board of Directors, the Committee may benefit from the opinions of the independent experts as may 
be needed on a subject related with its activities requiring specialization. The charge of such consultancy services needed by the 
Committee is provided by the Company.

•	 The members of the Corporate Governance Committee conduct their duties within the framework of the principles of independence 
and neutrality.

Article 6 Validity

The clauses of this Regulation take effect on the date approved by the Board of Directors and are executed by the Board of Directors.

Relevant Decisions of the Board of Directors

Decision Effective Date Revision Relevant Articles

27.05.2014 / 2151 27.05.2014 1.0 All

During 2017, the Corporate Governance Committee met six times and passed six decisions. In the meetings held, the Committee 
discussed and evaluated the following topics:

•	 Corporate governance principles compliance report, which was prepared by the Company and covers the 2016 operating period, 
has been studied and presented for the approval of the Board of Directors.

•	 Salary rises for 2017 for Company employees have been determined and presented for the approval of the Board of Directors.

•	 Distribution of duties within the Committee has been decided and the Head of the Committee has been elected.

•	 Proposed nominees for the independent member seats on the Board of Directors have been evaluated, giving due consideration to 
whether they satisfy the independence criteria, and the report thereon has been presented to the Board of Directors.

•	 The operation and efficiency of the Investor Relations Unit has been discussed, and it has been established that activities were 
carried out duly with respect to informing the investors and public disclosure.
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•	 It has been established that activities were carried out duly across the Company with respect to implementation of Corporate 
Governance Principles, and that there are no material complaints that the Company received from stakeholders.

Early Detection of Risk Committee

Formed of three members, Early Detection of Risk Committee is headed by Mr. M. Hakan Berument, non-executive independent Board 
member. Messrs. Şahismail Şimşek and Kemal Şahin, non-executive Board members, are the other two members of the Committee.

The duties and operating principles of the Early Detection of Risk Committee have been approved by the Board of Directors and put 
into force. The Committee carries out its activities within the frame of these principles.

Duties and Operating Principles of the Early Detection of Risk Committee 

Article 1 Purpose and Scope

This Regulation covers the establishment of the Early Detection of Risk Committee and regulation of the duties and responsibilities 
as well as the operation procedures and principles of this Committee in order to ensure the Board of Directors fulfills its duties and 
responsibilities in the area of risk management in a well manner.

Article 2 Justification

This Regulation has been prepared based on the Article 378 of the Turkish Commercial Code and the Corporate Governance 
Communiqué published by the Capital Markets Board.

Article 3 Establishment of the Early Detection of Risk Committee

Early Detection of Risk Committee is established comprising at least two members to be elected from among the members of the 
Board of Directors.

Committee members elect a Chairman from among them. The Committee’s Chairman should be elected from among the independent 
members of the Board of Directors. Persons who are not members of the Board of Directors but specialized on their areas can become 
members of the Committee.

Both members of the Committee have to be independent members of the Board of Directors if the Committee is consisted of two 
members, and majority of the Committee members should be independent if the Committee is consisted of more than two members. 
General Manager cannot be a member of the Committee.

The membership to the Early Detection of Risk Committee ends upon the termination of the Board membership of the relevant 
member, if applicable.

Article 4 Duties and Responsibilities of the Early Detection of Risk Committee

•	 Early Detection of Risk Committee conducts works aimed at early perception of risks that may imperil the existence, development 
and sustenance of the Company; taking the required measures regarding the identified risks; and management of such risks.

•	 It submits in writing to the Board of Directors its suggestions and opinions regarding the establishment and development of 
the Company’s risk management system capable of minimizing the effects of the risks for all stakeholders including mainly the 
shareholders.

•	 It reviews the Company’s risk management system at least once a year.

•	 It supervises the realization of the risk management applications in accordance with the decisions of the Board of Directors and the 
Committee.
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•	 It reviews the determinations and assessments regarding the risk management that will be included to the Company’s annual 
activity report.

•	 Early Detection of Risk Committee also fulfills other duties and responsibilities in its area of responsibility as may be assigned to it by 
the Board of Managers.

Article 5 Operation Principles and Procedures of Early Detection of Risk Committee

•	 Early Detection of Risk Committee meets at least every three months and at least four times a year.

•	 The Committee meets with the attendance of all its members, and the decision quorum for the Committee is the majority of the 
present.

•	 The Committee keeps a minute book where the decisions taken are recorded with a separate log number.

•	 The results of the Committee’s meetings are issued as an official report which includes the assessments and decisions together with 
their justifications, and submitted to the Board of Directors within at least one month following the relevant meeting.

•	 The Committee’s decisions take effect upon the approval of the Board of Directors.

•	 The Early Detection of Risk Committee immediately sends its determinations, assessments and suggestions regarding the area of its 
responsibility to the Board of Directors in writing.

•	 Early Detection of Risk Committee may invite other persons to its meetings and take their opinions as it may deem necessary.

•	 Setting the agenda of the Committee’s meeting, making calls for the meeting, ensuring the communication with the Committee 
members, keeping the minute book and other secretarial works of the Committee are performed by the unit in charge of the risk 
management.

•	 All kinds of resources and support needed during the Committee’s fulfilment of its duty are provided by the Board of Directors.

•	 The Committee may benefit from the opinions of the independent experts as it may need regarding its activities subject to the 
approval of the Board of Directors. The fee of the consultancy service needed by the Committee is paid by the Company.

•	 The members of the Early Detection of Risk Committee fulfill their duties in compliance with the principles of independence and 
neutrality.

Article 6 Validity

The provisions of this Regulation take effect on the date of their approval by the Board of Directors and are executed by the Board of 
Directors.

Relevant Board Decisions 

Decision Effective Date Revision Relevant Articles

27.05.2014 / 2151 27.05.2014 1.0 All

During 2017, the Corporate Governance Committee met eight times and passed sixteen decisions. In the meetings held, the 
Committee discussed and evaluated the following topics:

•	 Distribution of duties within the Committee has been decided and the Head of the Committee has been elected.
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•	 Periodic risk reports prepared by the Risk Management Unit has been evaluated by the Committee; it has been established that the 
risks specified in the reports remain within the limits set by the Board of Directors for individual risks to be carried and for total risk 
exposure. The reports have been presented for the information of the Board of Directors.

•	 Risk management systems have been reviewed, necessary activities were carried out to update the risk management strategy and 
policies to be pursued by the Company for taking necessary action and managing the risks, and the same have been presented for 
the information of the Board of Directors.

17. Risk Management and Internal Control Mechanism

Potential risks that the Company may be exposed to are defined in the Risk Catalogue. Risk policies have been prepared for risk 
categories that are critical for the Company’s operations, and internal control processes have been established for all practices, 
procedures and workflows. Internal implementation controls and audits are being carried out by Internal Audit, Internal Control and 
Risk Management units.

The Early Detection of Risk Committee regularly reviews the processes for risk measurement, assessment and management, and 
reports its activities to the Board of Directors on a monthly basis. Moreover, the Audit Committee monitors the efficiency of the 
Company’s risk management and internal control activities through internal audit activities, and reports the same to the Board of 
Directors.

18. Strategic Goals of the Company

Strategic goals of the Company are set by the Board of Directors, taking into consideration competitive conditions, overall economic 
conjuncture, general projections regarding national and international financial markets, and the Company’s medium and long-term 
targets. The members of the Board of Directors and the Company executives discuss and evaluate the strategies and goals set in 
a detailed and thorough manner. The office of the General Manager of the Company is responsible for implementing the defined 
strategy and goals.

Actualizations with respect to the approved strategy and goals are reported to the Board of Directors on a monthly basis. The topics 
reviewed in the Board meetings include the Company’s position in the sector, its activities, the actualization levels of the annual 
budget and targets, financial structure and performance, the alignment level of reporting and operations to international standards, 
and the reasons and possible actions that can be taken in case of non-achievement of the goals. 

19. Financial Rights

The Remuneration Policy, which covers the criteria used for determining any rights, benefits and remunerations provided to the 
Company employees, is available on the Company website.

Attendance fees paid to the members of the Board of Directors are determined by the General Assembly and disclosed on the Public 
Disclosure Platform.

During 2017, benefits, allowances, resources in cash and in kind, insurance and similar benefits provided to the members of the Board 
of Directors and the Company’s senior executives amounted to TL 4,047 thousand.

Members of the Board of Directors and senior executives are not disbursed loans or credit, nor are they granted guarantee in their 
favor.
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